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"I may not remember
everything my professors
said in class but I will
always remember their
love for Christ, love for the
students and love for GFU.
Many of my professors
have expressed a sense of
humility by showing us
that we are all both





Below: Sarah Dorsey headed up the
Orientation Committee to prepare a
fantastic welcome for the freshmen. The
O-Committee put together a skit, as well
as a song and dance routine that was a
huge hit with the new freshmen.
Fond Farewells
Above : Before the parents left, they were invited to a lunch on
the clock tower lawn. Aaron Brownand Elizabeth Seyboldenjoy
some laughs with their parents before they say goodbye.
ClockTower Picnic
Right: Matt Stratton enjoys lunch with his family. Hefeltthat
"Freshman Orientation was fun and provided a bundle of
information which made getting to know the campus, its life,
and what-not a whole bunch easier."
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Above: Suzanne Wood and Josey Hilton
put their heads together to figure out
what event is going to happen next.
Orientation weekend was loaded with
fun and informational activities all over
campus.
Above: ASC Communications Director
Nicole Fitzhugh demonstrates the proper
way to eat a lemon. The Central
Committee provided a look into some





Left: This year's mystery
destination was downtown




and Rebecca Burt enjoy a snack
as they hang out at the
Saturday Market in Portland.
Questions and Answers
Left: The personnel of Fox were readily
available during Orientation for every
typeof question. Chelsea Rauscherand




Below: Student Kayla Morgan said about
the new choir director: "Loren (Wenz) is
an excellent director because he is very
personable and strives for excellence in
his choirs."
any Thompson works on a bowl ina ceramics class.
Engineering
Above: Mike Magil I provides instruction in an electrical
engineering course. The department's mission is to "prepare
students for a lifelong ministry of designing products, processes,
and systems that serve and preserve God's creation."
Elementary Education
Right: Nanci StaufferandMelissa Reid work together in a class
aimed at integrating art and music in the classroom.
8
Business and Economics
Above: (l-r): Debra Worden, Mark Selid,
Alan Kluge,Marley Brown,Wes Balda,
Dirk Barram,Michele Johnson. Not
Pictured: Gene Dykema, Cheri Hampton,
Tom Head,Tom Hirons.
Communication Arts
Above: (l-r): Back: Josh Nauman, Alex Pia,
Sylvette Norre, Richard Engnell, Craig
Johnson, Martha lancu. Front: Debbie













Math, Computer Science &
Engineering
Left: (l-r): Back: John Johnson, Neal
Ninteman,John Natzke, Lynn Scott,




Below: Nick RylandandMindy Venable
prepare to climb. Nick said, "The rock
climbing class has seriously been nothing
short of awesome. Rock climbing is like
lifting weights, but a lot more fun!"
Shared Praxis
Above: (l-r): BackMandi Zollman,Ben Wilkinson,Mark
Johnson,5arah Welstadjacob Cox,Krista Bibby, and professor
Roger Newell. Front: Rachel Moskowitz,Maggie Holmes,
Katherine Short, Lisa Shafer,andAmy Dufour. TheChristian
Ministries class takes a break from homework and enjoys a hike
in the Columbia River Gorge.
Food Lab
Right: Jennifer Rogersand Linda Leman prepare food from the




Praslova,Chris Koch. Front: Sally Hopkins,
Tammy O'Doherty. Not Pictured: Robert
Buckler,ClarkCampbell,Nancy Thurston,
Carol Dell'Oliver, Kathleen Gathercoal,
Roger Bufford,Wayne Adams, Kim Harmon.
Sociology and Social Work
Above: Cliff Rosenbohm,Claudia Hirsch,
Paul Kennedy,Susan Newell,Sharon




Mark Hall, Paul Otto, Kerry












During a class retreat, the Shared Praxis students
explore art as a tool for understanding theology.
Safety and First Aid
Right: Brittanie Strutz (left) assists in the wrapping of Blair
Hurt's ankle (right).
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Health and Human Performance
Above: (l-r): Back: Pat Bailey, Karen
Hostetter,Wes Cook, Craig Taylor,Mark
Sundquist Front: Scott Rueck, Byron Shenk,
Patty Findley,Manfred Tschan,Steve Grant.
Not Pictured: Dale Isaak.
Biology and Chemistry
Above: (l-r): Back: Dwight Kimberly,Paul
Chamberlain,Trent Smith, Ryan Austin,Jeffrey
Duerr,Tara Baker. Front: Mike Everest, Don









Tom Johnson, Phil Smith,
Roger Newell.
Teacher Education
Left: "We believe all truth is God's truth,
and as seekers of truth we create for our
students a space in which learning can




Below: Catherine Howard, Catrina Miller,andMarjie
Randall take a break from their Psychology Club planning
session to grin for the camera. Catherine remarked, "We
have a good, caring group this year."
Speakers with Sparkle
Above: The Speech and Debate Club is all smiles after claiming
three gold medals at a speech competition in Washington.
'Christ is what binds our team together and gives us strength to
perform our very best for God's glory," commented the team.
Social Work Conference
Right: Courtney Heck shares new knowledge with professors
Cliff Rosenbohm and Natalie Cawood during the Social Work
Club's conference.
Art Club
Brandon Buerkle has used histalent
and creativity to serve as the Art
Club president. He shared his
enthusiasm by saying, "The Art Club
has been a good thing because
bacteria should not be the only





ociology Club: "One highlight was in December when Professor Emeritus Mike Alien spoke about his
?cent sojourn in China. He addressed the educational system in China and all the places he lectured and
isited during his three month stay in China as a guest of the government and the Chinese Department of
ducation."
-Sharon Linzey
ig ma Zeta : "We did all sorts of activities - like movie nights, sponsoring seminars, helping with the
:ience Open House in March, putting on the senior research symposium and banquet, and having group
leals at professors' homes. We enjoy putting on events for everyone at George Fox University to enjoy."
-Stephanie Livingston
hi Delta Kappa : "PDK is a new club to GFU and weare excited tooffer it toall education majors. One of
ly best memories of PDK is at Christmas time when we held a reception for the education majors and







Melton,and Kim Benefict checkout
their magazine of choice, Psi Chi,





Tippin take a brief breather from an



























Roslyn Barnfield Kelsey Baron
Business: Marketing Human Performar






Eric Bell Krista-Lynn Bibby Ryan Blanchar<
Business: Marketing Interdisciplinary Religion;
Philosophy
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:irsten Blikstad Jaimi Bogen Laura Bonner Melanie Botsford Christina Brown
nterdisciplinary Interdisciplinary Biology Biblical Studies
Interdisciplinary
randon Buerkle Stefani Carlson Bethany Cates Dana Cavaliere Ryan Chambers
Art Fashion Foods and Nutrition in History Christian Ministries:
Merchandising and Business Youth Ministry
Interior Design
atthew Chandler Angel Chiu Trina Christiansen JohnCoburn Melissa Coburn
















Mary Doenges Sarah Dorsey
Foods and Nutrition in Organizational
Business Communication
Valerie Dorsey Christina Drummond Amy Dufour
Foods and Nutrition in Christian Ministries: Christian Ministrit





Sabrina Fountain Jessica Fox Kathryn Fox
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CamilleHearne Courtney Heck Brandi Hess Sienna Hester













Jarah Jertberg Jesse Johnson Sarah Jones Aaron Kalms Emily Kane
interdisciplinary Biology Sociology Elementary Education Art
Trinity Kay Ryan Keeler Randall King Sondra Klym AdamKroll
inema and Media Human Performance: Elementary Education Biology Computer and
Communication Athletic Training Information Science
lothy Lafolette Lacey Langmade Melissa Lapp Jessica Lebold Stephanie Livingston




Heather Luben Janae Macy Laura Mansfield
Elementary Education Interdisciplinary Psychology
Emily Martinez Benjamin McGar
Chemistry Chemistry
Melissa McKenzie Benjamin McReynolds JaredMeidal David Mickelson Shawn Moling
Human Performance: Cinema and Media Interdisciplinary History Psychology
Athletic Training and Communication
Fitness Management
Amanda Monestere Erin Newberry Angela Nichols Lisa Oakland RosieOfstie
Organizational Writing/Literature Social Work Human Performance: Elementary Educati










Brook Payton Aimee Peterson Daniel Peterson











Alicia Phillips Erica Quessenberry Lyle Railsback
imily and Consumer International Studies Art
Science
Melissa Reid Flora Richards











Abbey Schmitt Michelle Schultens
Accounting Biology
















Nanci Stauffer Anne Michal Stevens Aaron Stewart

































Matthew Watson Angela Weece Benjamin Wei nert Shai Workman Rebecca Wright
History Spanish Interdisciplinary International Business Art
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Not Pictured -
Hannah Ackerman Gregory Eisenzimmer Amy Little Suzanne Santos
Organizational Business: Interdisciplinary Communication Arts:
Communication Management Joshua Livingston Theater
Scott Alvey Sarai Engel Philosophy Bethany Sargent
Accounting; Social Work; Kenneth Macy Music
Business: Finance Writing/Literature Business: James Sawyer
Lindsay Amos Ryan Evans Management Business:
Interdisciplinary Applied Science Brandy Mailer Management
Yoshiaki Aoki Angie Frank Human Performance: Andrea Schmidgall
History Human Performance: Athletic Training Elementary Education
Nina Barge Athletic Training Heidi Matousek Julie Sears
Biology Jasper Gauthier Business: Marketing Organizational
Melinda Barnett Writing/Literature Megan McCoy Communication
History MarkGilman Elementary Education Laura Steenson Seratt
Timothy Barrans Internationa! Studies SeanMcGeeney Communication Arts:
Applied Science Jonathan Gilroy Social Work Theater;
Michael Beck Chemistry Cameron Milton Psychology
Human Performance: Joseph Gonzales Business: Michael Shelton
P.E. Teaching Math Management Communication Arts:
Jacob Bell Andrea Goodson Paul Moody Theater
Cinema and Media Psychology Applied Science Jonathan Slack
Communication Michael Halverson Evie Morgan International Business
Conley Bergh Business: Elementary Education Timothy Smith
Accounting Management Peter Morgan Computer and
Meg Boden Sarah Harbaugh Psychology Information Science
Psychology Interdisciplinary Maria Nava Kristy Strong
Jason Bradley Ryan Hawk Fashion Accounting
Computer and Chemistry Merchandising and Business: Finance
Information Science Zach Hollin Interior Design Adam Sweeney
Patrick Buell Organizational Marilee Newell Writing/Literature
Interdisciplinary Communication Writing/Literature Taaryl Taylor
Jonathan Buhler Gina Huck Michael Noble Fashion
Interdisciplinary Sociology International Business Merchandising and
Keith Christiansen Stephen Hyland Robin Noble Interior Design
Applied Science Math Psychology Tevin Taylor
Richard Clausen Jacob Johnson Micah Nowack Applied Science
Applied Science Business: Finance Computer and Lena Valentine
Cory Combs Matthew L.Johnson Information Science Christian Ministries:
Cinema and Media Business: Marketing Heather Peeples Youth Ministry
Communication Sarah Kauffman Human Performance: Julia Vogt
Mindy Cooke Psychology Fitness Management Elementary Education
Fashion Todd Kimball StacieProwant David Wold
Merchandising and Business: Interdisciplinary Accounting;
Interior Design Management and Amy Quiring Business: Finance
Mindi Cotner Finance Elementary Education KyleWonderly
Elementary Education Lynette Koppen Carrie Rader Business:
Peggy Cutler Psychology Elementary Education Management
Business: Marketing Darin Krueger Marshall Radley Jane Wu
Ginger Damron Interdisciplinary Social Work Interdisciplinary
International Studies Heather Lang Jill Randol Sharla Yates
Melissa Davis Psychology Elementary Education Writing/Literature
Interdisciplinary Stephen Leasure Carla Rich Janet Yu
Evan Dickens Applied Science Christian Ministries: Interdisciplinary
Accounting; MoniqueLeBaron Church Recreation John David Zia
Business: Communication Arts: Sarah Roberts Business:
Management Theater Business: Marketing Management
Julia Driggers Tina Liang Katrina Rounds
Business: Interdisciplinary Writing/Literature
Management Fanny Lin Anna Russell
Tawnya Eberly Interdisciplinary Business: Marketing






Below: The concert choir performs "Be
Thou My Vision" for the graduates and
the audience members.
A Long-Anticipated Moment
Above: The graduates flip their tassels, signifying that their
time at George Fox has come to an end.
At Last!
Right: One graduate displays a much-felt sentiment on her cap.
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Professor Ron Sta n sel I shares a Scripture
reading as part of a Christ-centered
commencement ceremony.
Michael Noble, accompanied by his






Wheeler so that they can
line up before the
commencement ceremony.
ATime to Laugh
Left: Ben McGarry shares a laugh with his
family and his friends after the
commencement ceremony.
31






other. Being a part of
a team teaches an
athlete so much that
they cannot learn





Below: (l-r): Standing: Andrew Folkert,Chris Waters, Nick Chapmanjesse
Johnson,Noah Cla rk, Steve Saavedra, Craig Laughland,Mark Frykholm,Greg
Cobb, Ryan Keeler,Wally Ward, Derek Dougherty,Andrew Painejason
Kintner,Mike Chapman, Coach Manfred Tschanjohn Wulf. Kneeling: David





ball. Reflecting on his
experience in soccer he
says, "I could never
replace my teammates.
I lost with them and I
won with them. I will
always remember the
road trips. My four







Cal-Santa Cruz L 0-5
Northwest L 1-2
Evergreen State W 1-0
Warner Pacific L 1-3
Pacific L 1-2
Puget Sound L 1-2







Pacific Lutheran L 1-2




















'earn captain Chris Waters was named to the
All Northwest Conference second team.
"Even though the results of this season were
disappointing, I was still very proud of our



















Cal-Santa Cruz L 1-4
Cal State-Hayward L 0-3
Pacific L 1-6
Puget Sound L 0-5







Pacific Lutheran L 0-1




Home games in bold
es the ball once
again. During the 2002-03 season Cori held
the record for most saves in the league (186)
and saves per game (11.62). She was named





Below: (l-r): Back: Head Coach Andy Hetherington,Sarah Stark, Dessa Bingley,
Mindy Venable, Brooke Pitner, Assistant Coach Sue Mak. Middle: Annemarie
Kendall,Shannon Miles, Pilar Walker,Sarah Jones,Anna Russell. Front: Gloria
BlackwelUristenGooc^Cori Wulf,Karli Saathoff,Andee Trader, Danielle
Bowie. Not Pictured: Carice Fell and Jenn Tyhurst.
f 14
Back In the Habit
Left : After taking a year off
from soccer, defender/
midfielderAnna Russell
came back to the team
ready to play. One of her
teammates commented,
"Almost every coach we
played complimented her
on her intensity and game
presence. You could always
tell she was on the field
because she made an
impact in the game."
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The Team
Below: (l-r): Back: Assistant Coach Scott Cornwall,Melissa Farrens,Jeni
Nelson,ShellySchultens, Angela BurrightLibby Rietze,Lacey Langmade,Amy
Roseburg,Ashley Glisson, Coach Steve Grant. Front: AthleticTrainer Katie
Grabner,Mikey Roberts,Angie Frank, Brandy Mailer,Mindi Cotner, Nicole




digs to place the Bruins
in the lead. She was
7th in the NWC for
digs, 10th in hitting
percentage, 2nd on the
team in assists, and is




leading the NWC and
ranking 24th
nationally in digs,
setting a new Bruin
record, and was 5th in
the NWC for assists.
She is 2nd all-time at
Fox in assists, 3rd in





Ithaca College w 3-0
Juniata College L 0-3
Gettysburg College W 3-1
U. of Montana Western W 3-0
University of Red lands W 3-0
Occidental College W 3-0
Lewis-Clark State College W 3-0
California Lutheran U. W 3-0
Warner Pacific College W 3-0
Pacific (Ore.) W 3-1





Lewis & Clark W 3-0
Pacific Lutheran L 2-3
Pacific (Ore.) W 3-0
Puget Sound W 3-1





Lewis & Clark w 3-0
Pacific Lutheran L 2-3



















is 2nd on the
team for kills.
She is 3rd all-
time at Fox in
blocks, 7th in























Lewis & Clark Invitational
Bear Fete Invitational






Home meets in bold
Senior Silas Towne makes his way through
the course. Towne was named to the AM
Northwest Conference Academic Team for the
2002-03 season. His teammates also voted








Below: (l-r): Back: Chris Kelley,Michael Owen, Si las Towne, Matt Burg, Coach
Wes Cook. Front: Colby Burrows,Mark Richeson, Rob Gaslin, Phillip Garrison.
b Neck and Neck
Left: JuniorMatt Burg
fights to keep up with
his Linfield competitor.
At the end of the
2002-03 season, Burg's




Below: Back(l-r): Karissa Edwards, Bethany Jertberg,Ashley Crisell, Coach
Wes Cook. Front Nicole Hartjanelle Goeres,Gloria Gomez, Lauren Lewis.
Not Pictured: Ashley Murray,Susanne Cordnerand Nancy Kelly.









into the season young
and hurt, but we
worked hard to get
where we are and most











Boxer Rebellion 3 of 7
Lewis & Clark Invitational 9 of 9
Bear Fete Invitational 4 of 6
Western Oregon Short Course 4 of 5
Willamette Invitational 27 of 35
Pacific Lutheran Invitational 13 of 15
Willamette Short Course 5 of 8
Northwest Conference 9 of 9
Championships












































































Home games in bold
The Team
Below: (l-r): John Macy, assistant coach Mitch Ratzlaff, Brett Yeager, Dan
Gugliotta,Trevor Person, Bryan Wadlow, Nate Tyler, Zach Hollin, Ben Melvin,









Below: (l-r): Back: Head coach Scott Rueck, Jessica Baynes, Brittanie Strutz,
Emily Ruggles,Darby Cave, Sa ra h Myh re, Erin Powers, KellieThomas,and
assistant coach Mike Warmanen. Front: Melissa Alexander,Tiffany Gugel,Amy
Fitch, Liz Clarkjessica Gama, Heidi Collier, Kim Leith, Laura Kovel,and





Clark ranked 2nd in the
Northwest Conference
in rebounding and was
given All-Northwest
Conference Honorable






























































































hard out on the
floor.
Junior Heidi Collier pushes the ball up the



































when they're not there.'
-Suzanne Wood





Below: Courtside Chaos brought their support to each home basketball game in
theirown special way. From left to right: Bjorn Doskelandjohn Davis, Emma
Abihai,Pisey Sok, Daniel Kirkman,David Shielee,and Brian Cottrell.
Cheering Section
Left: JuniorDarla
Ph i 1 1 i ps and sophomore
Lacey Stroda cheerfor
the George Fox crowd




games as they cheered
with their teammates









Below: (l-r): Back: CoachMike Thompson, Jacob Johnson, coach Mike Shear,
Eric Bell,AndrewMartin,Seann Hammon,Alex Bailey,Thomas Chivers,Mike
Halversonjimmie Baynes,Cory Dixon, Nate Randlemanjordan Perdy,Scott
Hyde,Mike Beck,Nathan Greene,Tom Morris,Gregg Dom bee k, coach J . R
.
Reichenbachjosh Sargent, coach Pat Bailey, Dollen Stroup, coach Marty
Hunter. Front: Marc Buffington,Ash Anunsen, Derrick Jones, Kevin Tucker,




























































































































































































W (1-0) L (2-4)







L (1-3) L (5-6)
L (4-5) W (3-2)
L (4-7) L (o-8)
L(o-6) L(o-io)
L(i-3)L(o-5)
L (0-3) W (2-1)
L (1-2) L (2-3)
L(o-3)L(2-8)
L (0-3) L (3-6)
L (0-2) L (1-7)
L (3-6) L (1-2)
L (1-3) L (3-4)
L (2-3) L (4-5)
Home games in bold
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Team Picture
Below: (l-r): Back: Coach Bob Steenson,Talle Ann Thompson.Cassie
Halvorson,Lacey Wade, Laura Steenson Seratt, Laura Koval,Brea Cohen,coach
MarkVergets. Front: Heidi Collie^Sarah Camp,Kim Backhaus,Elizabeth
Hawkinsjulia Driggers,Anna Carkin.
Down in the Dirt
Left: Sarah Camp goes
after a loose ball.
53
Contact
Right: Freshman Samuel Greene
holds his racket steady as he
prepares to return the ball and
score a point.
Going for it
Right: Junior Derek Dougherty




focuses on the tennis


















CA Institute of Tech. L
Lewis & Clark L 3-4
Pacific Lutheran U. L 0-7
U. of Puget Sound L 1-6
Linfield College L 0-7
Lewis & Clark W 4-3
Occidental College w 5-2
Whitman College L 0-7
Whitworth College L 1-6
Pacific U. w 5-2
U. of Puget Sound L 2-5
Pacific Lutheran U. L 0-7
Willamette U. w 7-0
Pacific Lutheran U. L 0-7
Lewis & Clark w 4-3
U. of Puget Sound L 0-7


























CA Institute of Tech. W 5-4
Southern Oregon L 2-7
Lewis & Clark L 0-9
Puget Sound L 3-6
Linfieid College L 1-8
Willamette W 5-4
Lewis & Clark L 1-8
Pacific W 8-1




Pacific Lutheran L 4-5
Puget Sound W 5-4
Lewis & Clark L 2-7
Pacific Lutheran L 2-7
Willamette W 6-3
Home games in bold
Personal Honors
Below: Lisa Trefts was given All-Northwest-
Conference First Team Honors for the second
year in a row.
Ready and Waiting
Below: JuniorStephanie Selid
shows her skill as she carefully





















































Nick Wymore Pole Vault

















































Jillian Shaw Pole Vault
Helena Telfer Pole Vault
Amy Watson Throws
Chelsi Williamson Jumps/Hurdles




Below: Sophomore Michelle Forbes clears the bar at the George FoxAII-
Comer's Meet. Forbes, along with Kelsey Baron and Jo Boat right, qualified to
compete at the NCAA Division III National Championships.
A Bunch of Powderpuffs
Below: The juniors and seniors line up against the sophomores and freshmen in
the annual Powderpuff game. This year's Powderpuff game was won by the
upperclassmen with a score of 9-0.
r—r— 1 K'.K: ' ' Wy".".




























too. They're more laid back than
varsity athletes."
-Jenell Adams
Derek Hann,Ryan Mock and Billy Smalstig



















spiritual life by giving
me obstacles I had
never imagined. It
really has been an
incredible











jfc Day is stellar.
IjMg it is amazing












It was an awesome
bonding time
















Come Together as a Community
Right: Christina Mag u ire (center) commented,
"I have a new perspective on service. ..it's not
about whether you're seen serving. ..it's making
a difference."
The Right Attitude
Below: Students, faculty, and staff gather
together on the clock tower lawn to spend time
in prayer and worship before heading out to




a lot of hard work
outdoors. This project
left the Newberg
Public Library with a
new walkway.
President Brandt
Right: "Serve Day is
at the core of what
George Fox
University is all
about - the way of
service is the way of
Jesus."
It's Not All Hard Work
Below: When asked how she feels about
Serve Day,Amy Fosket (second from
left) simply asked, "Where else do you
have the opportunity to paint a fence
with Dave Brandt?"
Sew Much Fun
Above: A new location this year was a local
safe house. Students at this site helped by
sewing blankets for children in the house.
Landscape Artists
Left: Students at numerous locations used
their skills to leave churches and











































Below and Right: Kyle We 1stad (lead vocals
and guitar), Lutomia Kuto (vocals and violin),
Ben Hawkins (drums), Kelly Cudney (piano
and keyboard), Tiffany Marks (vocal), Noah
Hormann (worship coordinator), and Noah
Clark (bass) made up this year's Chapel band.
Josh McPherson
Far Below: Josh McPherson, GFU's 1999-2000
Student Chaplain, was the guest speaker of
rVw\ c-t'i s n I if£1 \Klacs.\/ in CQ^omkof
Word for Today
Right: "Moving toward 'spiritual formation'
sounds like a formidable task. But when
understood as the process of connecting with
Jesus Christ and learning to live out His life and




Below: Brennan Manning, whohasbeen
to campus on several occasions, returned
to chapel this year with his encouraging
words, original sayings, and very unique
jeans.
Worship
Above: Each Chapel service is begun with a
time of lifting praise and glory to God.
Clothed in Soul-Strength
Left: "Chapel is a great time to pauseduring a
busy day or week and acknowledge God's
presence and power in our midst. I thoroughly appreciate the opportunity to
be connected to other members of the GFU community as we worship God





with all their hearts,
minds, and souls
How have you been blessed by
the spiritual activities at Fox?
"They have allowed me to
^^^^ not only
experience a side
of me that I have
never seen
before, but also a














I has made it















Right: Worship is a huge part of the experience
students have at George Fox. Here, students
gather for an impromptu worship service in the
Ed lobby.
See You at the Pole
Below: Brothers and sisters in Christ gather in
front of the SUB near the beginning of the
academic year to pray for our school, faculty,
administrators, and country.
Chaplain's Committee















Below: Students gather in Bauman
Auditorium every Friday to worship
Christ together. It is a rich time and a
real blessing to all who participate.
Men's and Women's Worship
Above: The men's and women's
ministries hold a joint worship
service once a month.
Small Groups
Above: Small groupsarea hugefactor in
spiritual growth through Bible studies,
fellowship, and accountability. Amanda
Potter, Katie Heater, Claire Holiday, Emily
Hazel, and Nicole Quiring enjoy quality

















^ * t, with the
jjC college
Hffc students, cause
I it sure wasn't
L me."
-Jeff Barnes
The cold makes our
instruments
out of tune,
but God loves a
joyful noise,













Right: Band memberJulie Titterington notes
that, "Christmas is a good time for fudge.
Happily, it is also a good time for music, which
doesn't incude fat storage."
Throwing the Switch
Below: Esther Klages and Melva Brandt turn
the Christmas lights on all over campus at the











and Emily Condie work
on a gingerbread
manger in the U-Hall
lobby.
Christmas Dinner in the "Bon"
Below: Zach Strandy serves sparkling cider.
He said, "being away from home around the
holidays is hard, but Bon Appetit has always
treated us to an amazing dinner around those
times. Makes it feel a little more like home."
The Candle Lighting Ceremony




Left: "Christmas stories -weall love to
hear them. . . stories about how Jesus'




Christian Services The Committee
A r+ i\/it IPC Right: (l-r): Back: Ron Besser, Youth Outreach;A\ C I I V
I
CO Greg Cobb urban Services. Front: Andrea
Crenshaw, Aimee Peterson, Christian Services
Director;Jane Dinh, Serve Trips; Michelle Olds,




















each one of us
to do."
Laura Douglas
"'Show me your faithw^ without deeds,
I and I will show
I my faith by
I what I do.' We














Below: Big and Little Bruins having fun atthe




helps a little Bruin gets






plays at a youth
outreach event held
at George Fox for
local churches.
Saturday Servants
Below: Many students participated in
Saturday Servants this year. Here,
Amara Sheppard is sorting toys at the
Portland Rescue Mission Warehouse.
_
Urban Services
Above: Students help serve food at the
"table" during Urban Services, which heads
to Portland every Friday night.
Operation Christmas Child
Left: This is the third year George Fox has
participated in Operation Christmas Child.









Why did you love serving
God as a part of GFU
Winter Serve?
"It was a 'rectangular'
time spent in
fellowship, seek-

























I I really enjoyed
^ the fellowship
I with the other
I students."tw -Valerie Schull
(Twin Rocks Serve)
Women's Shelter Cleaning
Right: Heidi StaggeandMegan Allen scrubthe
floor of the Women's Shelter in Seattle with
toothbrushes and ZAP. It was an all-day
project, but Megan thought it was "awesome to
see the change!"
Canada
Below: The Canada team, led byAndrea
Crenshaw,Travis Wilton, and Sarah Dorsey,
worked at a "Drop-In Center" painting, cleaning,
and doing small maintenance tasks. They also
served food, worshipped, and talked with the
people who dropped in.
Seattle




at a Men's and Women's
Shelter, Youth Reach Out












Lots and Lots of Dry Goods
Below: Rose Passione, Scott Spearin, and
Jarrett Creason sort dry goods at a
warehouse in Portland. The team spent
the day sorting huge quantities of dry
goods and lots of canned corn.
Mystery Tri p to Sam bica
Above: The Sambica trip was headed up by
Karen Henry,Pisey Sok,andAmara
Sheppard. They spent the week doing
maintenance, landscaping, and roof work.
Winter Serve Chapel
Left: EliasMolen andChelsi Williamson
reenact their carpentry projects as a part of
the Sambica Serve skit.
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Spring Serve
Utah, Camp Attitude, The Oaks,
Mountain to Missions, and Boot Camp
Memories and lessons
learned...
I will always remember
story times upon
the train. . . but
most of all I will
remember the





The trip was amazing,
^^^^ but the group
\
really enjoyed





















Right: Cheri Spading, Laura Douglas,andCollin
Cambridge build a sun shelter for the archery
range at The Oaks.
Mountain to Missions
Below: This team, led by Matt Johnson and
Em i I y S i mm s, spent three days hiking at Camp
Redwood Glen, then went into San Fransisco to
work with the Salvation Army.
Boot Camp
Above: This serve trip to
San Fransisco, California
was led by John Davis and
Beth Klopfenstein.
Together with a group











Below: The team that went to serve at
The Oaks also had some free time to play
on the beach in southern California.
End of the Road
Above : This section of The Oaks' team
completed a road at a camp outside L.A.
All Set to Go
Left: The Utah trip is ready to go to Ogden,








The Spring Retreat was
a lot of fun and
the weather
wasn't too bad.






























Stoking the Fire of Creative Genius?
Right: John Penewit (back) and Ben Hawkins
(front) decide to warm things up at the Fall
2002 Retreat. This year, students travelled to a
4-H camp located in Salem, Oregon.
We're Normal.... Really!
Below: (l-r) Kelly Cud ney,Tiffany Marks, and
Lutomia Kuto prove that you're only young
once and decide that licorice is just one of many



















Below: Noah Hormann wants to make
sure that everyone realizes the
magnitude an All-Campus Retreat can
have on one's spiritual development.
Cheers!
Above: John Davis and Rebecca Dorsey
make a toast to a great spring semester
filled with laughter, good health, and
plenty of fun times with friends
Puzzle Playing Pals
Left : The spring retreat turns out to be a
great time to do a little group bonding by













you a chance to
have a front
NkkRyland







and you need to
stay together for
thekids."-Matt Tibbs
My favorite part by far
was going to the
prisons. The















Right: Four of the Players perform a skit during
chapel where the characters acts as
motorcycles.
Elementary School Performance
Below: "They are funny! They a re good !"-
General consensus of one of Mable Rush
Elementary School's second grade classes, after
George Fox Players peformed at their school.
"They do Bremman Town Musicians the same,
but different than we did" one student noted.
Worship








Right: "I feel as though








Below: "Players is like strawberry
banana yogurt... it looks disgusting but it
does the job. There is no way that you
could be involved in Players and not
have it change your life." - Nick Ryland
The Players Retreat





Above: Sarah and Steve perform a skit. Fellow Player Kelsey said, "Because of
Players, I have learned the fundamentals of beat-boxing, how to pronounce the
city "Boise", that little kids laugh at anything an older person does that's stupid,












































Left: "Each member of the group holds
a special place in my heart. It's been really




Below: (l-r): Back: Brian Hoerr, Leslie
Shankland,Travis Morgan,Abby Foster, Robert


















Below: This was one of many of
DaySpring's performances. They also
sang in chapel, at local churches, and at a
maximum security prison.
Group Bonding
Above: DaySpring enjoys a chance tojust
hang out and have fun together.
Group Dynamics
Left: "It is truly amazing howa group like
this bonds together. . . I sincerely love
everyone in DaySpring and count them all





Students Say it Best...
It is our goal in Young





for them to hear
the gospel."
-Jill Steinfeld















just that of GFU."
Valerie Dorsey
"My simple goal is just
to have God









Outside of George Fox
Hawaii at Home
Above: Wyld Life membersAnn a Ruble and
Julie Wilson (second and third from left) invest
in the lives of kids via contact work, camp, and
regular club meetings.
Climbing for a Cause
Right: Nick Ryland wasoneof many Rotaract
members who helped build homes for Habitat
for Humanity. Rotaract President Matt Gerber
said, "Thanks to support from the Newberg
Morning and Noon Rotary Clubs, the GFU
Rotaract Club has been a catalyst for change
and an outlet for service for young adults. We
have undertaken a variety of projects including
helping out at Habitat for Humanity, and
organizing holiday toy and food drives. Over
Christmas break we distributed dental and
educational supplies we had collected from local
dentists and schools to low-income projects in
Columbia and Venezuela."
Traveling to the Jungles...
Left: (l-r): Back: Matt Gerber,
Amy Fosket,Sondra Klym, Ben
McReynolds,and Dave Crisman.
Front: Dessa Bingley, Emily
WornelI,and Aaron Stewart
traveled to Nicargua in May 2003
to participate in humanitarian
relief and development projects.
Would You Clean My
Room, Too?
Left: Valerie Dorsey,a
member of the Newberg
branch of Interfaith
Voluntary Caregivers
(IVC) for six years,
demonstrates one of the
many chores the
organization performs for






"One of the greatest
things about Fox is
the chance the
community provides




beauty of being able
to gather with others





Good Times, Good People
Nice Outfit Matt
Below: Beth Klopfenstein and
Matt Boswell smile for the camera
in their "outdoors" wear. The
nights were cold and the days
were warm, but Matt had the
outfit that always works.
All Staff Retreat
Above: The Residence Life staff gathers for a picture at
their retreat. The retreat was a nice break for all the hard-
working people who make the living experience awesome.
Good Times
Above: The HM/AM Staff gathers for a Halloween party. They
all love working with Ca ra Copela nd to make their living area a
great place for friendships to grow.
WalkAWow
Right: (l-r): Back: Dan Predoehl,Beth Klopfensteinjulie Wilson,
Kristiane Sorestad, Derek Fridley,(front)Christy Miller,Melissa
Alexander,andKrystal Brown lee rest on the trail during an awe-
inspiring, scenic journey. Beth loves being a part of ResLife













































































while two's company, a
crowd is even better! A
few phone calls and
hours later, the house
was filled with joy and
laughter - and a lot of
dirty dishes!





ditch homework for a
night and nosh on Peanut
Buster Parfaits instead.
Now if they could have
just figured out how to
share...
Aren'tWe A-mazing ?





Beth Klopfenstein. Even though
they got lost "a couple" of times,
this group of buddies had a blast
going through a corn maze over
in Wilsonville.
It wasn't easy, but
all the women from mi^^^^^^^^^^^^^^—
Hobsonlllgot m ,g5 '•. ;
""^^q^,
'
together for a WESwF <
"family" dinner- WM " 1 ^
with an ample '^jp^rfjifr I
serving of "chick
p^^^JBj^ ''^^^jff
commented, "It was / V
great to actually get
together with my
floor and catch up. A lot of the time everyone's so busy
that we aren't all able to just hang out and have fun ! ."
ill
Flying High
Right: (l-r)Michael Bean, Beth Klopsteinjessica Fegles,and
Cory Kowalczyk decided to out-do all the other dorms and rode
to Roomies in a piloted helicopter. Beth remarked, "The
helicopter motor was incredibly loud, but it was so awesome to














































































good times at Shari's
Restaurant in
Newberg. The 24-hour
eatery is a popular
destination for
students to chow down, hang out, and study.
Ryan Backman and Lisa Shafer prove that the
college life doesn't have
to be all work and no
play by spending a fun
evening together. Both
individuals are leaders of
the Outdoor Club as
well, which provides
another outlet for fun.
Hug Huddle!
Below: Katie Fox,Sue Newell
(professor), and Kristen Damron
spent the evening in fellowship,
discussing the wonders of God and
His influence in the livelihoods of
others.
Tim LaFolette sets out
to prove that only a
real man can down a
box of muffins and
wash it all down with
a carton of milk. Rest
assured that according
to the 10 GFU women
witnessing the "reality




and didn't even gain a
pound in the process.
Men have all the luck!
Did You Come to Join Us?
Right: Peggy Cutler,Mindy Barnett,and Emily Martinez kick
back after a long day with a ladies-only night of gossip, life, and
love.Mindy Barnett remarks, "A roomful of girls got together
































































The Class Officers are
responsible for all these
fabulously entertaining






Magnuson,Yen Tse,and Erin Gleason.
The Senior Ail-Night
Party was good times,
good food, and great
laughs. Here a group of
seniors revive and
energize themselves with
some snacks and soda.
Juniors and Their Ice Cream
Below: Jody HammandYen Tse
enjoy some ice cream sundaes in
the Bruin Den. Jody commented
that "the ice cream social was a
blast. I had a great time hanging
out with my fellow classmates and
they gave us free ice cream.
What's better than that?"
Nick Hultbergand
some friends try out




Night held at the
Ice Cream Social
Right: Freshmen Edgar Medina,Megan Weber,Michelle Hall,
Chris Roenicke,Aaron Moore, and friend Paul Southwickgather







performed on a stage




a piece. Students had a
chance to sit on the
shore and enjoy the
music, along with
drinks from the Coffee Cottage.
In addition to enjoying good music, students had a
chance to try out the
high ropes course at the
Tilikum concert. Nikki
Chase (right) was one of
the students who bravely
took on the ropes course
challenge. She said,
"Doing the ropes course
is challenging, but so
much fun!"
What will YOU do for
breakfast?
Below: Students line upforthe
traditional midnight breakfast at
the end of Dead Day. The
breakfast is a great chance to take
a study break and enjoy a snack.
"Bunco night was a
great activity to get
the year started. It is
a fun way to get to
know new people and
have some stinkin'
good fun with friends.
I appreciate the ASC
Activities Committee
for all of their hard
work in putting
together quality
activities for the GFU
students."
-Sarah Walden
Ha rvest Pa rty at Ti I ikum
Right: Three students compete in a bobbing for apples contest
where a suprising. number of students "took the plunge." Other
activities included pumpkin decorating, hot-dog and s'mores





































































A great way to deal with spring fever
Broom Hockey










Spencer, the girl he
picked, sight unseen.
The contestants were
required to sing and
were asked questions by
the bachelor.
Ta ke Me Away Ca rn iva I
Below: While most people at the
carnival hoped to go to Disneyland
in sunny California, the May Serve
team hoped to raise more money
to send them to Jamaica.
"Let's Make A Deal
was crazy cool ! We







going back next year






Right: Brianna Robin, from the winning team, performs the
New Kids on the Block song, "You Got It (Right Stuff)" to a





moment to show their
moves and pose for a
picture at the Salsa
Dance held in Wheeler
Gym.
Heidi Coleyand Rosie
Ofst ie practice some
dance steps with other
sets of George Fox
students at the Salsa





Below: "The activities committee
did a WONDERFUL job with the
swing dance, especially with the
LIVE band. I had a great time and
felt a good measure of regret












Hoedown as a great
way to meet guys."
Great Outfit! s
Right: Students gather in the Atrium of EHS for the annual 70s






































































The People Behind the Scenes
Bethany Winstead said of
her experience as secretary,
"ASC opens your eyes to the
inner workings of the
school and provides more
understanding of how to
better serve the students."
As any other experience,
being on the ASC Central
Committee is a combination
of good times and hard
work. Treasurer Josh
Hunter summed this up
with some well-known
words: "The agony and the
ecstasy."
Close and Comfy
Below: Nicole Fitzhugh, Ben
Weinert,andJosh Huntershow
just how close the Central
Committee really is at the ASC-
sponsored Salsa Dance.
ASC Central Committee Before Walkabout
Above: (l-r): Back: Kyle Stump,Josh Hunter,Aimee Peterson,
Bethany Winstead, Kristina Hanson,Ron Hampton,Courtney























































































Songs in Their Heart...
Brilliance of the Bands
In her second year of
handbells, Erika Soule






asked about playing in
the handbell choir next
year as a junior, Erika Soule emphatically stated,




in attendance at an April
chapel service with the






THE MANY MOODS OF MUSIC,
* Chehalem Symphony
+ Concert Band
* Brass Ensemble and Brass Quintet
+ Handbell Ringers
+ Wind Ensemble
May We Play a Few Tunes?
Below: After hearing the awesome
tunes of the band, many audience
members were left with the
sentiment of wishing they could
play in an ensemble themselves! If
only learning to play was easier...
* Jazz Ensemble
String Quartet
Bliss of the Bells
Right: Valerie Dorsey andJosalyn Bruce rehearse Silent Night
for the December musical program MasterPeace. Though small
in number, the members of the Handbell Choir diligently worked











































































Amy Burnett and Alison Givens rehearse in
class to perfect the beautiful harmonies that make
the choir amazing. Amy said,
"Choir here at Fox is
my life. It's so
wonderful to work
with a group of
talented musicians




Below: The choir gives the preview
students a sneak peak at what
they have to look forward to at
Fox. Mandy Lefebvre plays the
piano in accompaniment.
Chamber Singers
Above: The Chamber Singers perform in Bauman Auditorium.
Leanne Madoresaid she truly enjoys being a part of Chamber
Singers because "it's so refreshing."
Choir Chapel
Rig ht : The Concert Choir blesses the student body at the spring
semester choir chapel. Of being in Concert Choir, Stacy Dexter
said she feels like she is "part of something special. We have a







































































Favorite . . . ?
"My favorite outdoor
activity is anything that





The ladies of Edwards 2
spend their day on the
Oregon Coast. The
beach is a frequent




Below: Ashley Crisell, Elizabeth
Seybold,and Diane Medema spend
part of their spring break working
at Malibu Young Life camp.
Playing in the Snow
Above : Members of the Outdoor Club smile after a long day of
snowshoeing.
Hanging Around
Right: Lindsay Jacobs,AndeeTraderandJenell Adamsspend
their Saturday climbing trees. Andee's only comment was, "It's







































































"Clubs are a way for all
students to get
involved at Fox, learn
new and interesting
things, and meet some
really amazing people
who are dedicated to
God and the school."
-Valerie Schull
"Mediation is a means of conflict resolution that
strives to safely bring
both sides of a conflict
to the same table. The
mediation process has a
high success rate and it
is great to see people






Below: A pre-Halloween get-
together is just one of many ways
the International Club provides
opportunities for all international
students to enjoy each other and
discover their diverse cultures.
Peek-A-Boo!
Above: MasakoTohbaru,Sakura Miyagi,andShoko Uehara,al
members of the International Club, take their first trip to the
pumpkin patch to select their favorite squash to take back to














































































makes a run towards




game with a frozen
turkey then sat down
to a semi-formal
dinner.
Right: The freshman enjoyed a trip to Portland
and then a time
together full of laughing
and food during the
Mystery Bus Tour. They
were entertained by
Comedy Sports and fed
some delicious food at
the Portland Campus.
Survivors
Below: As an activity for all
classes, SAC sponsors a Survivor
contest in which students see who
can stay in a car the longet. The
Survivior contestants this year
were Martha Glover,Cory
Kowalczyk,Jamie Holman,
Rachelle Kaiser, Noah Hormann,
Brianna Scheller,Ron Besser,and
Lacy Stroda. JuniorNoah
H o rm a n n (rig ht) wa I ked away
with 1st place and Senior Brianna
Scheller(left) tool<2nd.
Junior Murder Mystery Dinner
Above: This year's event was held in the Stevenss Centerand
featured three skits to help the Juniors solve the murder






























































t PiCtU red : CherieAllcroft, Mary Anderson, Lorinda Anglin, Ash Anunsen, Charyse Appledorn, Aria Ashton,Anna Badgley, Jeremy Baker, Erica Ballinger,
lryn Becker, Dessa Bingley, Nicole Bostic, Danielle Bowie, Gregory Bowman, Christopher Braniff, Crista Bresnahan, Jessica Bryant, Amy Burnett, Angela
•ight, Lori Buss, Kenan Butler, Laura Carlson, Justin Carlton, Krissi Carson, Dawn Cartwright, Ryan Castro, Nathan Chamberlain, Nicholas Chapman, Seth
jman, Marian Chase, Amy Christensen, John Christensen, Amie Christie, Noah Clark, Adam Clough, Debra Corbett, Susanne Cordner, Scott Cornwall,
di Cotner, Cory Crooks, Matthew Cummings, Stefan Czarnecki, Heather Daw,Gregory Dombek, Stephen Donohue, Kristen Dorschler, Kristen Drummond,
iel Duran, Jake Duszynski, Michael Edwards, Ashley Ellingsworth, Carmen Ellingsworth, Deborah Ellingsworth, Graeme Enkelis, Melissa Farrens, Amy
i, Christopher Fulton, Matthew Funk, Christina Gale, Jessica Gama, Robert Gaslin, Jessica Gibson, Jessica Gilbert, Nexhmije Gjemnica, Ashley Glisson,
la Gomez, Kristen Gooch, Shane Grady, Charissa Grubbs, Kyle Gustafson, Daryl Haak, Seann Hammon, Kim Harmon, Steven Harrison, Mandy Havel,
berly Hayes, Emily Hazel, Heather Hermans, Carlos Hernandez, Sheryl Hess, Josey Hilton, Catherine Hinchcliff, Kyle Hofseth, Alyson Hosier, Derric
/ard, Geoffrey Howells, Joseph Hughes, Justin Hunter, Jennifer Irish, Neil Jamison, Bethany Jertberg, Crystal Johnson, Derek Johnson, Kyle Johnson, Lisa
Johnson, Scott Johnson, Dustin Johnston, Kathleen Jones, Shelly Jones, Jared Jost, Katherine Kamilos, Kenneth Kaufman, Matthew Kaufman, Abigail
-ns-Duran, Stephen Keck, Nancy Kelly, Kristen Kiddy, Lauralea Kinser, Jason Kintner, Becky Koss, Kathryn Kraxberger, Lia LaBrant, Michael Lauck, Craig
jhland, Monique LeBaron, Linda Leman, Bo Li, Winnie Lin, Dong Liu, Steven Long, Rony Guillermo Lucas, Megan Macy, Cory Mandina, Kristen Marshall,
rew Martin, Melissa Mathias, Christy Matsushige, Rebecca Maunu, Adam McClellan, Amanda McGowan, Kim Mclntyre, Nicholas Mclntyre, Elizabeth
Jair, Rashelle McPherson, Benjamin Melvin, Brett Miller, Jonathan Miller, Katherine Miller, Kristin Miller, Rachel Miller, Sara Miller, Effie Mills, Hannah
its, Thomas Morris, Holland Murphy, James Neill, Emily Nelson, Heather Nelson, Jeni Nelson, Jenny Neuman, Naphtali Newby, Josh Nichols, Noelle
man, Janet Norton, Lena Orciuoli, Michael Owen, Tae Park, Myra Parrott, Lindsay Patch, Marina Patterson, Jessica Paul, Laurel Payne, Rachel Pfund,
sea Philips, Darla Phillips, Brooke Pitner, Christi Ann Price, Stephanie Reedal, Libby Rietze, Christopher Ripley, Heather Robbins, Michol Roberts, Anne
inson, Brett Rogers, Shayda Rohani, Kathy Rosenbohm, James Russell, Matthew Sarver, Lori Schlott, Tom Schram, Jennifer Shelton, Michael Sherman,
1 Suk Shin, April Smalstig, Cole Smead, Aimee Smith, Max Sorensen, Anders Sorestad, Cheri Spading, Rachel Spence, Ryan Sprague, Sarah Stark, Brittanie
tz, Michelle Stunkel, Carrie Sullins, Marissa Summers, Allison Terry, Fay Thirkill, Tyler Thomas, Janice Thompson, Stephanie Ting, Christopher Tissell, Eric
e, Lisa Trefts, Kevin Tucker, Jennifer Tyhurst, Aaron U'Ren, Hans Vande Bruggen, Mentor Visoka, Jennifer Vollmer, Elizabeth Voth, Lacey Wade, Pilar
ker, Christopher Walson, Kimberly Warrington, Amy Watson, Corie Weaver, Megan Weber, Caitlyn Wehr, Lindsey Weishan, Luke Welbourn, Samantha






Fay Thirkill and Kevin Bennie
Sophomores
Arlene Burnham and Robbie Bletscher
Juniors
Jenny Adams and Kyle Welstad
Seniors
Missy Davisand Brianna Scheller




Below: Students from each class participate in a pie-
eating contest while being cheered on by teammates
during the Homecoming assembly.
It's Game Time
Below: During Bunko Night,
sophomore Laura Thomas shows
her competitive side.
Holding Court
Right: The lovely ladies of the 2003 Homecoming Court wait for
the King and Queen to be announced. From left to right: Arlene
BurnhamJennyAdams.Missy Davis,and Keri Ingraham.
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On TheirTh rones
Above: The men of the 2003 Homecoming Court sit
regally waiting to be announced. From left to right:
Ben Wei nert, Nick Ryland, David Mickelson,Kyle
Welstad,and Robbie Bletscher.
Getting Pumped
Left: Steve Tussing,Matt BosweII,andChad Burns
















1st Runner Up Ryan Hiebert used cowboy
boots and a hat to
assist him in
serenading the
audience with a lovely
rendition of Tim
McGraw's "Something
Like That." He had
some great back-up,
including Robbie
Bletscher, as seen in
the background.
Mr. Bruin Himself
Below: Chris Walson receives his
crown, robe, and sceptre. He
participated in Mr. Bruin because
he wanted "to make a difference in
the lives of children who have








Daniel Guidry Kevin Bennie
j
Ryan Hiebert Josh Hopkins-Hubbard
William Riese David Rueter
j
Mr. Bruin 2003 -Chris Walson
1st Runner Up- Ryan Hiebert
2nd RunnerUp-Josh Hopkins-Hubbard
ArrghMateys
Right: David Shielee employed the vocaltalents of Pisey Sok,
Chad Stillingerjoel Hoffman,and Bryan Hoerrtocreatea
pirate's medley, barbershop quartet style!
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What a Dance!
Above: The guys worked very hard to learn an
opening dance for the audience's viewing pleasure.
Pisey Sok, Willy Riese, David Shielee,andNick
H u I tberg take a quick breather, letting the other
contestants strut their stuff.
Real Live Mario and Luigi?
Left: That's right! John Penewit (pictured)and Jered
Gritters took the audience back to their childhood
and the days of Mario Brothers on Nintendo for their
talent. Their performance was a beautiful tribute to






Randy Kaufman share a
quieter moment at
Spring Formal during
one of the slower paced
songs.
"My favorite part was the horse drawn carriage
ride. The weather was
just perfect for it, too.
It was a wonderful





Below: Rachellie George, Kirsten
Blikstad,andYen Tselaughat
some of the other dance styles.
Moonlight and Roses
Spring Formal was held at the Portland World
Trade Center on the Plaza. The theme was
Moolight and Roses. Roses decorated the site,
and lamp posts lined a red carpet leading to
three horse-drawn carriages that were
available for couples to ride throughout the
night.
Everybody Swing!
Right: Amy Dufourdances with herdate, Brandon Wallace.
Amy commented, "For us graduating seniors, it's a great chance
to be part of one last big event."
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Godspell "It made faith real..."-Rebecca Dupree
Left: Marilee Jolin
lights up the stage. She
said, "Personally I met
my Savior in a new way
through doing
Godspell. When Jesus
came to earth He put
flesh on so we could
relate to him. Doing
Godspell gave Jesus
flesh so I could experience Him 2,000 years later."
Right: Rebecca Dupree brings the New Testament
to life for many. She
said, "It was amazing to
see the aspects of our
faith in action, to
actually be a part of the
last supper, to see
crucifixion, and know
that you had a part to
play.. .it was incredibly
moving.
It Was Worth It
Below: When asked about his
experience in the play, J on Hall
said, "'Godspell' was truly a special
play for everyone involved. The
road was hard and there were
times i thought I couldn't handle
it, but after we were done, I knew
it was all worth it."
r
Godspell Cast
Nikki Chase John Meindersee II
Michael Favale Pisey Sok
j
Tim Lafolette Angela Weece
Katie Metier Rebecca DuPree
Suzanne Santos Marilee Jolin
Matthew Tibbs Michael Lynn
Jennifer Cooper Nate Parkes
Jon Hall Carrie Sullins
Monique LeBaron
One Common Goal
Right: Nikki Chase becomes part of the New Testament, acting
out a parable. She described her experience by saying, "for the
first time my two passions, theatre and ministry, were united
into one vision. Whether in song, dance, acting, working on the
set, etc., the entire cast and staff of 'Godspell' was focused on
one common goal-to glorify God."
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The Cast was Like a Family
Above: The whole cast strikes a pose. Michael Favale,
pictured third from the right, was one of three actors
nominated to participate in the Irene Ryan Acting
Competition at the Northwest Regional Festival. Ma ri lee
JolinandTim Lafolette were also awarded this honor. In
addition, "Godspell" was one of four productions selected
as a finalist in this regional festival sponsored by the John
F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in
Washington, D.C.
A Beautiful Journey
Left: Jon Hall,Suzanne Santos,andJohn Meindersee
perform a parable. Suzanne said, "'Godspell' helped me to
strengthen my relationship with Christ in many ways. I
began to really understand the apostles' emotional and
spiritual journeys, and previously I had overlooked the
significance of their human connection with Jesus. The
show was a beautiful journey and I am blessed to have
shared it with the entire cast and crew."
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A Piece of My Heart
We are Striving for the Compassion of Christ.
Suzanne Santoson
her character and the
play: "Leeann will
always be a part of me
and this production has
impacted me beyond
words. Working with
this cast and crew was
truly a blessing. Their
commitment to this
story was inspirational."
"The timing was providential
presently on the verge
of war, we were
exploring the lives of
these women vets, and
in doing so, confronted









member Katie Heatersaid, "The
play really conveyed the inner
struggle of women during















Right: Lindsay Younce, Bwalya Chileya,Suzanne Santos,
Jennifer Cooper,and Lauren Stelzenmueller. Another cast
member, Diane Carlson, said "Being a part of "A Piece of My
Heart" was an emotional and spiritually stretching experience. I
know I will never think of war in the same way."
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In Formation
Above: Bwalya Chileya,Marilee Jolin,Lindsay
Youncejennifer Cooper, Lauren Stelzenmueller,
and Suzanne Santos. In the director's notes, Kelley
Ma rchant wrote: "We may not like war; we may
not be directly or indirectly involved with war; we
may not agree with war; we may not like the words
and actions of those who participate in war; but we
are called to love those who fall into all those
categories."
A Personal Tribute
Left: Michael Sheltonand Lindsay Youncegivea
heartfelt performance of yet another scene which
helped to represent the numerous men and women
affected by the Vietnam War.
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The Crucible




"This play has led me to
|
ask myself some tough
questions. Do I as a
I Christian truly believe
that God is bigger than
the fears and evils of this
world? Do I believe this
truth so deeply that I
would die for it? In some
ways, I felt unworthy to portray Rebecca Nurse. . . Her
faith is so strong in the face of humiliation and death. I
can only hope that I would respond as Rebecca did."
-Megan Weaver
"Although the story in the
play takes place hundreds
of years ago, it is still so
relevant considering
similar travesties in
American history... It is a
play defending human
rights and warning us not
to let history repeat itself."
-JohnMeindersee
Below: Michael Favale,asJohn
Proctor, says good-bye to his wife,
Elizabeth Proctor, played by
Carrie Sullins. John Proctoris
about to be taken to the gallows
for his association with the
"witches" in the town of Salem.
An Example to Learn From
Right: Suzanne SantosasTituba. DirectorTonya Lynne
Wildhaber writes, "May we learn from Salem's example and the
broken heroes in this story and strive to embrace grace and
mercy within the crucibles of our own lives."
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Learning through Acting
Above: ""The Crucible" was a crucible for everyone
involved. I think we all learned a lot about ourselves
during the course of the show."
-Lindsay Younce, standing, played Abigail Williams.
Lessons for Today
Left: "The social issues and warnings that are raised
by the show are invaluable to us today. When hate
and fear become our driving forces, society crumbles.
Not to mention, it afforded me the opportunity to
look like the angel of death in public and get away
with it."
-Malorie Wilson (standing), as Mrs. Ann Putnam,
shown with Caitly n Wehr as Betty Paris
.
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